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ABSTRACT

Physical prototyping is an important stage of product design
where designers have a chance to physically evaluate and alter
digitally created surfaces. In these scenarios, designers generate
a digital model, manufacture and alter the prototype as needed,
and redigitize the prototype through scanning. Despite the vari-
ety of reverse engineering tools, redigitizing the prototypes into
forms amenable to further digital editing remains a challenge.
This is because current digitization methods cannot take advan-
tage of the key elements of the original digital model such as
the wireframe topology and surface flows. This paper presents a
new reverse engineering method that augments conventional dig-
itization with the knowledge of the original digital model’s curve
topology to enhance iterative shape design activities. Our al-
gorithm takes as input a curve network topology forming a sub-
division control cage and a 3D scan of the physically modified
prototype. To facilitate the digital capture of the physical mod-
ifications, our algorithm performs a series of registration, cor-
respondence and deformation calculations to compute the new
configuration of the initial control cage. The key advantage of the
proposed technique is the preservation of the edge flows and ini-
tial topology while transferring surface modifications from pro-
totypes. Our studies show that the proposed technique can be
particularly useful for bridging the gap between physical and
digital modeling in the early stages of product design.

Introduction
Rapid exploration of new and aesthetic shape ideas has

been an indispensable part of current product design process.
Nearly seventy percent of final product forms and life cycle
cost have been determined during this iterative activity [1]. De-
spite widespread use of digital modeling and editing tools, many
artists still find the time spent for physical externalization of de-
sign ideas, known as prototyping, invaluable and creativity stim-
ulating. It can not be fully eliminated throughout modeling ses-
sions. For example, a car designer summarizes the importance
of prototyping as follows: “ You drag your hand on a particu-
lar clay model section, surface (e.g. side body or front hood)
gives you the feeling of the form evolution, it gives you the drive
of shaping that volume to give it grace and elegance or sculpted
concave effects for a more nervous signature [2].” In a general
scenario, designers generate digital models, edit them, fabricate
prototypes and modify, and redigitize for further digital mod-
eling. According to our discussions and observations with the
artists at Carnegie Mellon University’s Design Studio, modifica-
tions that can be done on physical prototypes can be classified
into four main categories: (1) material removal through sanding
or machining operations (like sculpting), (2) component addition
(buttons, keys), (3) genus changes (holes) and (4) feature line
introduction (crease lines). Figure 1 illustrates some example
prototypes.

Although, existing CAD and CAE tools provide rapid con-
version from physical to digital and digital to physical, these both
way conversions are not only costly but they also require repet-
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FIGURE 1. Modification examples on prototypes: a) smoothing, b)
feature and component addition, c) material removal and d) genus
change.

itive and labor intensive tasks [3, 4]. While many researchers
have recognized novelty of coupling digital and physical model-
ing sessions, proposed reverse engineering tools generate mod-
els oblivious to user defined surface flows (chain of consecutive
edges) and wireframe topology. In other words, these tools con-
struct a new surface topology on the reconstructed model that is
usually more complex than the original and violates initial sur-
face flows. To overcome this shortcoming, we present a new
reverse engineering method that takes as input a curve network
topology forming a subdivision control cage S1 and a 3D scan
S2 of physically modified prototype. Our algorithm performs a
set of registration, correspondence calculation and deformation
operations to calculate a new configuration of the initial control
cage S1. This control cage is utilized for approximate subdivi-
sion surface generation [5] which exhibits deformations done on
physical mock-ups. Key advantages of the proposed technique
are preservation of initial edge flows and wireframe topology
and formulation of this reverse engineering problem in a linear
scheme while transferring modifications on physical prototypes.
In summary, proposed method has following four contributions:

1. A wireframe assisted subdivision surface deformation algo-
rithm

2. Preservation of wireframe topology and initial edge flows
while digitizing physical prototypes

3. A new evaluation metric to measure amount of geometric
deformations applied in physical modeling session relative
to the initial digital design

4. Providing effortless transitions between physical and digital
media and bridging the gap between different design streams

Related Work
In this section, we categorize previous studies in three differ-

ent groups: (1) rigid and non-rigid body registration techniques,
(2) geometric deformation algorithms and (3) reverse engineer-
ing tools.
Rigid and Non-rigid Body Registration: A large number of stud-
ies have been devoted to rigid body registration problem since
early 1970’s. Especially with widespread use of 3D scanners,
these algorithms are utilized for shape completion and tracking

from incomplete and noisy 3D data. The key assumption in these
studies is that relative transformations between two 3D models
can be described by a single Euclidean transformation θ . The
most well-known algorithm for rigid body alignment is Iterative
Closest Point (ICP) proposed by Besl and McKay [6]. This al-
gorithm initializes a mapping by finding closest point on both
models and iteratively calculates a rigid body transformation to
register these two models by minimizing least square error. Tech-
niques to improve convergence of rigid ICP algorithms are sum-
marized in [7]. Gelfand et al. [8] improved alignment perfor-
mance and final quality by selecting feature points that constrain
all degrees of freedom in the rigid-body transform [8–12]. Un-
fortunately, these methods do not guarantee that final mapping
is smooth and bijective (two different points on the same surface
can be assigned to the same point on the second surface), and
they require a good initial alignment to succeed in most cases.
Thus, they are more suitable to pairwise registrations with mul-
tiple 3D scans. Allen et al. [13] used an affine transformation
at every vertex of the source model to allow non-rigid registra-
tion of full-body scans to high-resolution templates. Chui and
Rangarajan [14] iteratively compute pointwise correspondences
using a softassign framework and thin-plate splines.

Geometric Deformations: Earlier studies in geometric de-
formation field focused on utilization of space deformations that
can handle arbitrary surface representations. Bechmann [15]
provides a survey of such techniques. The main motivation is
embedding input geometry in a discrete space and defining a
wrapping field to deform the underlying model in this embed-
ded space. However, modifications that can be obtained through
these deformation schemes are too limited, difficult to control
and unsuitable to data fitting. In order to alleviate these short-
comings, new deformation methods capable of preserving in-
trinsic properties are proposed. These techniques can be clas-
sified according to the deformation models they employ such
as isometric models [11, 16], as rigid as possible models [17]
and skeleton driven models [18]. Most prominent techniques in-
clude but not limited to physically inspired deformation models
and differential coordinates (Laplace and gradient-based repre-
sentations) [19] that are considered as linear deformation tech-
niques. These schemes may fail at capturing non-rigid defor-
mations because of their linear formulations. As a step towards
solving this problem, a non-linear alternative PriMo is intro-
duced by Botsch and colleagues [20]. Sorkine and Alexa [21]
demonstrated that local rigidity can be achieved by enforcing
non-translational components to maximize their rotations. Simi-
larly, embedded deformations [22] alleviated dependency on ge-
ometrical representations by generating a temporary graph struc-
ture on input 3D models.

Reverse Engineering Tools: A multitude of computational
tools are devoted to automatic generation of polygonal, implicit
or parametric surfaces from set of 3D point scans [23–25]. Lavou
et al. [26] proposed a technique to fit subdivision surface con-
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trol cages to polygonal meshes. Similarly, Dammertz et al. [27]
presented an adaptive surface construction method with a hierar-
chy of quadrilateral meshes adapting surface topology. However,
these algorithms result in a 3D surface with arbitrary topology.
With recent advances in animation industry, designers aimed to
generate specific surface flows on reconstructed surfaces that
are suitable to subsequent deformations for animation [3, 28].
Takayama [29] presented an interactive system to create user-
defined surface flows consisting of quad meshes by enabling
designers to easily sketch patch boundaries on digital models.
These quad patches serve as a control cage and the system gen-
erates a subdivision surface later on. Although these tools sup-
port retopologization of reconstructed models using sketch-based
interfaces, this operation is still laborious and challenging for
novice users. Our distinguishing difference from existing re-
verse engineering and surface deformation tools is preservation
of initial user-defined topology and edge loops while digitizing
modifications on physical prototypes. Figure 2 demonstrates an
example of user drawn 3D curve network (a), corresponding sub-
division surface (b) and extracted topology from this surface if
we use Geomagic (c) . It is clear that the new topology identified
by Geomagic is very complicated compared to the original, as it
lacks topology information about initial surface flows.

a) b) c) 

FIGURE 2. Comparison between user-defined curve network and
topology obtained by Geomagic: a) User-defined topology, b) subdi-
vision model and c) topology obtained by Geomagic.

Overview and Methodology
In a typical scenario, our algorithm takes as input a 3D curve

network forming a subdivision control cage (source model) S1
and a 3D scan representing physical prototype in digital world.
Our methodology consists of three main blocks: registration, cor-
respondence calculation and surface deformation. Initially, our
registration step enables us to approximately align the control
cage S1 with the polygonal model S2 extracted from 3D scans.
To do so, we use a modified version of the ICP algorithm [6] via
user assistance, where user paints corresponding two regions on
S1 and S2 that are not experienced any updates in physical model-
ing. In the next step, a pairwise correspondence mapping is cal-
culated between these two digital models based on the following
assumption: deformations done on the physical prototypes are
approximately isometric (the geodesic distance between any two
points on both surfaces are approximately same). We utilized
geodesic distance based matching algorithm presented by Huang

et al. [30]. In the final step, surface deformation formulates this
reverse engineering problem in a linear least square scheme. Our
algorithm considers initial control grid as a deformable subdivi-
sion surface and drives this deformable model. New control point
configurations are expected to form a subdivision surface that
matches the target polygonal model. This deformation scheme
employs not only point to point correspondences but also initial
topology information to regularize vertex distribution on the en-
tire surface. Figure 3 illustrates overall pipeline of the proposed
algorithm.

Generation of Initial Control Cage (Source) and Polyg-
onal Model of the Prototypes (Target)

Our work is stimulated by the observation that a product
design form can be described using a sparse collection of 3D
curves. Surface dictated by this initial curve network can be con-
sidered as a proxy to evaluate, modify and explore different de-
sign candidates. In our approach, we employed the interface de-
veloped by Orbay et al. [31] to generate an initial network topol-
ogy using epipolar sketching scheme where each curve is repre-
sented as cubic Bezier curves. This topology defines initial edge
flows and forms a control cage for approximate Catmull-Clark
subdivision surfacing [32]. Afterward, the algorithm automati-
cally identifies closed curve loops and constructs Coons patches
surfacing them. Transition from these Coons patches to subdi-
vision surface control cage is realized through vertex sampling
on these parametric patches with user defined resolution. Then,
user can easily output an STL model and generate physical pro-
totype either using a CNC machine, 3D printer or rapid proto-
typing machine. After generation of physical prototypes, artists
can perform desired physical operations such as sanding, cutting,
sculpting or drilling. In proposed pipeline, we obtain 3D scans
of these prototypes using a NextEngine 3D laser scanner. We
performed all scans with a resolution of eighty points per inch
and from twelve different view points to generate complete 3D
models. The built-in scanner software is utilized to repair and
mesh 3D point sets.

Geodesic Distance Distribution (GDD) Based Deforma-
tion Metric

In order to measure amount of deformations a digital model
undergone in the physical modeling session, we propose a new
surface deformation evaluation metric based on the existing work
from [33]. Basic question we are trying to answer is: how much
initial geometric model is changed? The evaluation metric to an-
swer this question should satisfy following three requirements:
(1) scale invariance, (2) orientation invariance, (3) resolution and
topology invariance. These requirements are necessary since ini-
tial control cage is both geometrically and topologically indiffer-
ent than the 3D scan of the modified prototype. All three require-
ments can be satisfied using a geodesic distance-based continu-
ous function µ(v) proposed by Hilaga et al. [33]. This function
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FIGURE 3. A breakdown of our approach: a) user-drawn 3D curve network (top) and physical prototype, b) quadrangulated face loops for subdivision
cage (top) and 3D point cloud, c) initial subdivision surface (top) and polygonal model extracted from 3D scan d)geodesic distance frequency histograms
for subdivison surface (top) and polygonal stl, e) registration, f) correspondence calculation, g) updated curve network and h) deformation result.

is utilized for topology extraction using Reeb graphs and shape
matching. Main idea is resampling a user defined number of n
seed points B = {b0,b1,b2.....bn} on both surfaces and calculat-
ing the sum of shortest geodesic distances from these seed points
to every other seed point. These distances are weighted by the
area of their one ring neighborhood. The discretized version of
µ(v) is calculated using following Equation 1 for every vertex
v ∈ S.

µ(v) =
n

∑
j=1

bi∈B ,a∈S

d(v,bi)∗area(bi) (1)

After normalization for scale invariance, larger function val-
ues for a vertex indicate that the point is close to geodesic surface
center of the input model. In order to measure the deformation
difference between two digital models, we extended this formu-
lation by calculating histograms to generate a geodesic distance
distribution signature for each individual model. To do so, we
generate histograms with fixed number of bins and divide each
bin count by the total number of sampled points to have resolu-
tion independence. We believe that variation between histograms
of two different geometric models will give us a metric to mea-
sure their diverse geodesic distance distributions. Most common
way of measuring histogram differences is achieved using Earth
Mover’s Distance (EMD) metric [34]. EMD quantifies minimal
amount of work that must be completed to change one histogram
into the other by moving its distribution mass. Equation 2 shows
our final metric and Figure 4 demonstrates histograms that are
calculated from two example models where the calculated EMD
is 22.39.

GDD(S1,S2) = dEMD(hist(µn(S1)),hist(µn(S2))) (2)
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FIGURE 4. Geodesic Distance Distribution Examples: a) input ge-
ometries, b) frequency histograms.

Initial Registration
Polygonal models extracted from 3D point scans need to be

aligned with initial control cages in order to obtain accurate cor-
respondence calculations in subsequent steps. Initially, we uti-
lized ICP algorithm developed by Besl and McKay [6] that is
guaranteed to converge. For each vertex vi ∈ S1, ICP algorithm
calculates the closest point ki on the target surface S2. Then, the
algorithm returns the optimal rigid motion θ which minimizes
the distance between θ(vi) and ki. Instead of minimizing point-
wise distances, it is more reliable to minimize distances between
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points to planes, especially if there are large flat regions on both
models S1 and S2. We provide a painting tool where user can
mark two corresponding regions on both models and Figure 5
demonstrates some alignment examples where red regions are
user painted areas to initialize registration.

a) b)

FIGURE 5. User assisted registration examples: a) initial configura-
tions, b) registration results.

Correspondence Calculation
A reliable correspondence calculation is crucial for success

of a subsequent deformation algorithm. Pairwise correspon-
dences define how initial source control cage S1 has to be up-
dated in order to match the target model S2. In this section,
S1 represents control cage of the initial digital SubD model and
S2 stands for the polygonal surface extracted from 3D scans of
physical mock-up. Our correspondence calculation algorithm as-
sumes that initial model is undergone approximate isometric de-
formations. Therefore, geodesic distances between vertices on S1
should be similar to distances between their correspondences on
S2. In other words, if two points vi and v j on S1 have a geodesic
distance d(vi,v j), then their corresponding points found on S2, ki
and k j, are expected to have a d(ki,k j) value closer to d(vi,v j).
Overall pipeline of correspondence calculation algorithm is sum-
marized in Figure 6.

Closest Point
Calculation

Improvement
using features

Filtering using Geodesic 
Consistency  Matrix

Correspondence
Diffusion

TARGET

SOURCE

FIGURE 6. Entire correspondence calculation demonstration in 2D.

Geodesic distances on both surfaces are approximated as
graph distances and calculated using Dijkstra’s shortest path al-
gorithm. Our correspondence calculation algorithm is based on

the method proposed by Huang et al. [30] for non-rigid deforma-
tion of partially overlapping 3D surfaces. In the first step, initial
correspondences are obtained by creating a set of points that are
close to each other not only in Euclidean distance space but also
in a geometric feature space. In the second step, these initial cor-
respondences are filtered out using a spectral method [35], which
eliminates correspondences violating the geodesic distance con-
sistency. Next step is diffusing these correspondences to the rest
of the model similar to a heat diffusion problem. Detailed infor-
mation can be obtained in the reference paper.

Surface Deformation
Although our deformation scenario explained below is based

on utilization of approximate subdivision surfaces, because of
their smoothness and linear properties, overall pipeline is ap-
plicable to any digital surface representation. Approximate
Catmull-Clark subdivision surfaces, representation that we use,
are actually generalization of bicubic B-spline surfaces to ar-
bitrary topologies. Thus, they share similar properties such as
smoothness and parametric properties. Main advantage of this
approximate representation is that limit positions of control cage
vertices can be calculated via linear weight masks presented in
[5]. Thanks to linear nature of these masks, final limit positions
of subdivision surfaces can be formulated using a linear system
of equations where an assembly matrix encodes all neighborhood
voting scheme. Final limit positions are defined as a linear com-
bination of the columns of this assembly matrix with control cage
vertices. In order to solve the deformation problem, we seek to
obtain unknown new control vertex positions that result in limit
surface point configurations close to the 3D scan of prototypes.
Equation 3 represents linear least square formulation.

Eob j =
n

∑
vi∈S1

||Ax−b||2 (3)

Limit Position
Mask

a11 a12 · · · a1M
a21 a22 · · · a2M

...
...

. . .
...

aM1 aM2 · · · aMM



Control
Vertices

x1
x2
...

xN

 =

Correspondence
Positions

b1
b2
...

bN


After calculation of correspondences for every vertex vi on sur-
face S1, we minimize energy functional in Equation 3 to calculate
new configuration of control vertices. vi are vertices on the un-
deformed subdivision surface S1 and matrix A is the assembly
matrix with size M×M. x stands for new position of control
vertices (M×1) and b represents target positions where we want
limit positions to be after deformations (M×1).

This optimization problem can be solved using normal
equations where new positions of control vertices are given by
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(AT A)−1AT b. Control vertices of the initial SubD mesh are it-
eratively deformed until they attain a stable configuration. That
means our limit surface approximates the target surface closely.
In each iteration, control vertices experience not only external
forces coming from correspondences but also internal Laplacian
forces that aim to preserve smoothness of the control polygon
during this iterative process.
Importance of Topology Information: User drawn curve loops
constituting wireframe topology play a key role to convey the
intended design with minimum amount of information. It also
enables us to regenerate entire SubD surface using new config-
urations of these curves. Topological regularization is crucial,
especially if large amount of material is removed or added in
prototyping sessions. For example, in order to replicate cut op-
eration, our deformable model shrinks on itself which results in
control vertices sitting on top of each other. Having the topol-
ogy beforehand enables us to track new positions of user drawn
curves after the deformation and the system can regenerate the
underlying subdivision surfaces with new control cage configu-
rations. This way, we are able to replicate not only material re-
moval operations but also material additions without topological
updates.
Deformation rule: Our deformation approach is summarized in
Figure 7. We start with an initial set of correspondences and
then iteratively calculate new positions of control vertices. Be-
cause of possible errors in correspondence calculation algorithm,
we do not directly use these positions. Instead, we combine them
with Laplacian smoothing in order to smooth out possible match-
ing errors. Complete pipeline of the proposed algorithm can be
summarized in the following pseudocode.

Algorithm 0.1: SURFACEDEFORMATION(S1,S2, tolerance)

C = {c0,c1, ....,cn}
Initial curve network where each ci is a Cubic Bezier
(S′1,S

′
2)← Registeration(S1,S2)

R = {(v0,k0),(v1,k1)......,(vm,km)}← InitCorrespondence(S′1,S
′
2)

R is Initial High Confidence Matches
P = {(v0,k0),(v1,k1)......,(vm,km)}← Di f f useCorrespondence(L)
P is Extended Matches
iteration← 1
while tolerance > 0.05

do



minimize Eob j = ∑
n
~vi∈S′1
||Ax−b||2

~vi(t +1) ∈ S′1← (AT A)−1AT b
4~v De f orm

i =~vi(t)+α14~vi(t) Laplace +α2~vi(t +1)
~vi(t +1)←4~v De f orm

i
if mod(iteration,10)=0

then RegenerateSubd( ~vi(t +1))
iteration← iteration+1

return (~vi(t))

+
Resurfacing
using initial
topology

Correspondence
calculation

Final
surface

Deformation
by target
positions

Surface deformation

Initial
correspondences

FIGURE 7. Breakdown of our deformation approach.

Results and Discussions
Figure 8 demonstrates our test results on a regular dodeca-

hedron structure. Initially, we created a dodecahedron with an
edge length of 1 unit with 3K vertices. Then, we manually intro-
duced several free form deformations on this dodecahedron. Dis-
placement maps show the amount of deformation applied to the
regular dodecahedron. Red color represents large displacements.
Blue colored regions did not experience any deformation rela-
tive to the regular dodecahedron model. Figure 8 demonstrates
the results where for all three cases, our error was below 1% of
the diagonal length of the bounding boxes of each model and
the Earth Mover’s Distance between the geodesic distance distri-
bution histograms are below 1 unit (0 means identical geodesic
distance distribution).

For a more systematic evaluation, we implemented the free
form cage deformation algorithm (FFD) [36] to generate an arti-
ficial set of deformed dodecahedron models using random pa-
rameters for the cage vertex displacements. In all of our re-
sults, after the deformations, the Earth Mover’s Distance between
geodesic distance histograms are below 0.5, and our algorithm
was able to successfully transfer modifications introduced on the
original models. Table 1 summarizes details of our synthetic test
results and the results are consistent with our expectations that
the accuracy decreases as the amount of deformation increases.

# of Models # of Vertices Deformation Amount Accuracy

25 4200 1% 0.001%

25 5000 3% 0.012%

25 4600 7% 0.156%

25 4200 10% 4%

TABLE 1. Test results.

Similarly, Figure 9 illustrates two example models generated
through FFD deformations and the deformed versions of these ar-
tificially generated geometries. In the first row, we demonstrate
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the algorithm on a car hood design. The starting point is a curve
network conveying a flat hood design and the control cage ob-
tained from this curve network. We assume that in the physical
world this hood is inflated around the center region of the model.
This can be seen in the forth column where this deformation is
generated through the FFD algorithm. In the second example
in Figure 9, we illustrate the virtual-physical design of a com-
puter mouse. We demonstrate the effect of material addition on
one side of the model for ergonomic purposes. Once critical ob-
servation in these results is the fact that the resulting deformed
digital models have surface flows similar to the original ones.
In addition, updated curve network topologies support this ob-
servation and as such the only subset of the curve networks are
reconfigured to transfer modifications done in the FFD phase.

In addition to these examples, a student designer from CMU
Design Studio used our tool for the design of a mouse with a
roller button. Figure 11 demonstrates this case study. First, the
designer starts with an initial curve network topology, and gen-
erates digital SubD models using existing CAD tools. Then, she
fabricates a physical prototype of this initial model and applies
modifications such as sanding for smoothing and shape modifi-
cation. In Figure 11.e, 3D scan of the new prototype is shown.
The major modifications are applied to both sides of prototype
1. Last row in Figure 11 presents the resulting curve network
with the corresponding digital SubD after the use of the proposed
methods. We are currently conducting further studies to assess
the efficacy of the proposed method.

Implementation Details and Limitations
Figure 10 illustrates real product form design examples

where each example is created under 3 minutes on a 2GHz ma-
chine. In order to perform search queries efficiently, we em-
ployed a KD tree structure (NlogN). In addition, the bottle neck
of our computations is the correspondence finding. The short-
est distances between two vertices are assumed to be graph dis-
tances and are calculated using Dijkstra’s shortest path algo-
rithm. The iterative surface deformation algorithm is terminated
when the geodesic distance distribution difference between two
subsequent iterations is below 0.1.

Clearly, the resulting digital surfaces approximate the
scanned physical surfaces. However, this is useful to suppress
undesirable noise arising from either 3D scanning devices or the
physical prototypes. This approximating behavior can be seen
in all three results in Figure 9. Another critical consideration is
the location of crease curves after the deformation iterations. Al-
though the resulting surfaces can represent the alterations done
on the prototypes with sufficient accuracy, the exact locations of
the crease curves might deviate from their physical counterparts
because of the iterative nature of our algorithm. Similarly, our
algorithm does not preserve some of the geometrical properties
such as curvature continuity or monotonic curvature that might

Correspondences Result

Deformed Curve Network Deformed Polygonal

Displacement Map

Source Model

Deformed Curve Network Deformed PolygonalSource Model

Correspondences ResultDisplacement Map

Deformed Curve Network Deformed PolygonalSource Model

Correspondences ResultDisplacement Map

FIGURE 8. Testing on a regular dodecahedron.

be important for the designers. This challenge can be resolved
by post processing operations such as V-spring smoothing. The
main advantage of the proposed work is the preservation of the
edge loops and initial topology in subsequent steps of the defor-
mation. This facilitates not only regularization but also different
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FIGURE 9. Car hood and mouse example through FFD deformation: a) initial curve topology, b) SubD model, c) FFD cage, d) FFD deformed SubD
model, e) correspondences and f) deformation results.
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FIGURE 10. Different example cases for product form design: a) initial wireframe topology, b) initial SubD model, c) 3D scans, d) polygonal model
extracted from 3D scans, e-f) geodesic distance distribution histograms of the initial model and the physical prototype, g) updated topology and h)
resulting deformed models.

modifications performed in the physical world. In the first mate-
rial removal example, the new curve network is updated so that
it reflects a cut operation. At the same time, regions that are not
affected in the physical modeling session such as the handle, did
not experience any topology change. On the other hand, on the
second row, the modifications done on the walkie-talkie model
did not require any topological updates. The deformations were
best represented by only repositioning the vertices of the con-
trol cage. In this scenario, there is no need to update the initial
network flow and our deformation algorithm behaved the way
we expected. The positions of the initial curve vertices are not
changed, only the positions of the inner loop vertices are updated
according to the 3D scans. These are all desirable properties
thanks to the utilization of the initial curve network topology.
However, this utilization might be a limitation in certain cases.
For example, if the designer introduces characteristic features
such as crease curves onto the mock-up model, then topology
addition is required in order to be able to geometrically represent
these new feature lines on the final surface.

Conclusions and Future Work
We present a new method that allows shape modifications

performed in the physical world to be captured digitally in ways
that facilitates the digital workflow. Specifically, we showed how
a digitally created concept model could be physically realized
and reverse engineered back into the digital space, while remain-
ing congruent with the original digital model. Our results indi-
cate that the proposed algorithm is effective for physical alter-
ations that do not induce a topology change. However, the nature
of physical modeling involves a wide variety of different mod-
ifications like genus changes. In order to accommodate differ-
ent types of transformations, our initial network topology should
detect these differences to introduce such changes automatically.
Our studies have also indicated another challenge: most artists do
not use consistent scales for prototyping. In order to accommo-
date these scale differences, our algorithm currently normalizes
(via uniform scaling) input object into a unit sphere. However,
this scaling might not work especially for large material removals
from the initial concept. In future work, we plan to improve our
surface deformation algorithm so that the initial topology will
be malleable. This curve network should be able to update and
adjust itself according to the detected modifications on the phys-
ical prototype. Additionally, we plan to perform user studies to
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b) Prototype 1 digital modelsa) Initial Curve Network

c) Prototype 1 physical model d) Prototype 2 physical model e) 3D scan of prototype 2

f) Updated curve network and deformed subdivision surface to represent prototype 2

FIGURE 11. Real mouse design example.

demonstrate how the existing iterative design process can be im-
proved.
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